ATMOSPHERICS RADIATION FROM LIGHTNING DISCHARGES
Masumi TAKAGI and T osio TAKEUTI

Abstract.
To see the mechanism of radiation from a lightning flash, we observed atmospherics
in the frequency range of 0.1 to 500 Mc/s under thunderstorm conditions. Within the
distance of 30 km from the orig ins, the intensity of atmospherics from a discharge is of
the order of 0.1 v/m at 100 kc/ s in case of band width 10 kc/s . With the increase of
receiving frequ ency, the intensity decreases rough ly in inverse proportion to the frequency,
but in the range highe r than about 3 Mc/s it seems to decrease m ore rapidly and show
comparatively larger fluctuati o ns than in the lower ra nge.

The radiation from a discharge

is usually composed of many intermittent pulses individually associated with electros tatic
pulses, though it sometimes includes some long radiations such as continuing ove r 0.1 s
especially in the close vicinity of origins. The first leade r of a ground discharge is or.e
of the most powerfu l radiation origins in any frequency, but the return process does not
always show a large intensity in the range higher than 10 Mc/s.

1.

Introduction.

The nature of atmospherics radiated from nearby ongms is a very interesting subject
t J investigate in the study of the mechanis m of lightning discharges as well as it is
important to analyze atmospheric disturbances on radio communication systems.

Up to

this time the atmospheric noise due to lightn ing flashes in sight has often been observed
by many workers in rece iving at HF and VHF band and even at radar operations.
However, atmospherics in such a high frequency range have not always been measured
systematically under thunderstorm conditions except for Malan's qualitative investigation(!)
in the range from 3 kc/s to 12 Mc/s.
We have continued for about ten years observations of several k inds concerning
thunderstorm phenomena, such as photographic and photoelectric measurements of lightning fla shes, measurements of electrostatic and electromagnetic field variations up to L F
band.

Last summer we started on the systematic observation of atmospherics at the

freq uency ranging from LF to VHF band.
will be described.

In the present paper some general results

The detailed relation between the atmospherics intensity and the

lightning di scha rge proces.> is now being examined and will be presented in our next
r epo rt.
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2.

Observation method.

The construction of the apparatus is schematically shown in Fig. I. To observe
electric disturbances accompanying lightning discharges, four systems of antenna and
amplifier are utilized in accordance with the respective frequency ranges. Two vertical
antennas are for taking the so- called slow and fast antenna oscillograms, which are
detected by the re sistance and condenser method with time constants of 10 s and I ms.
They cover the ranges respectively from 0.1 to 1000 c/s and from I to 100 kc/s. These
two observations have long been carried out, and consequently we now have considerable
knowledge about the correspondence between the waveform of electric field changes and
the lightning mechanism. The details of the two recorders have already been published,
12X3l and Fig. l shows only a part directly related to the present report.
The intensity of individual atmospherics is measured with two receivers, which cover
the frequency ranges respectively from 0.1 to 28 Mc/s and from 27 to 500 Mc/ s. The
respective amplifiers have different band widths of 10 and 80 kc/s, and the quasi peak
detectors also have different response times : the chage time constants are I and 0.12
ms, though the discharge time constants are the same, 600 ms, in both. The differences
must be taken into account at the time of comparing results of the two receivers. The
antenna used in the lower frequency receiver is of a vertical whip type of 2 m length,
while in the higher frequency receiver a vertical dipole of half wave length is used.
Both are undirectional in the horizontal plane.
We use at the same time two recording systems : a 6- element pen-writing oscillo·
graph and a dual beam cathode ray oscillograph . The former gives us an individual
quasi- peak value of atmospherics in reply to every lightning flash. Flashes usually take
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Fig. 1.

Construction of apparatus
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place with time intervals of at least several seconds, and so the respor.se of the pen of
20 c/s and the moving velocity of the recording pape r of l mm/s are adequate to se parate
one by one all the d eflections of atmospheric intensitise.

Fig. 2 is an examp le of pen

oscillogra m . The latte r system is used to record the detailed structures of high frequency
atmosph erics and to treat th em in connection with the discharge m echanism.

Two bright

spots on a dual beam C. R. T. screen s imultaneo usly draw, s id e by side, the appea rance
o f high frequency a tmosph eri cs and the fast antenna oscillogram by which we can find
the situations of discharge processes.

Examples of the records are shown in Figs. 7

and 8.
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Example of pen oscillogram.
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3.

Intensity of high frequency atmospherics.

Fig. 3 shows a statistical result on the intensity of atmospherics received within the
:listance of 30 km from thundersto rms. We equip only two receivers in these frequency
:anges. To obtain such a curve in Fig. 3 as to show the relation of intensity to frcwency, therefore, we must change many times the tuning frequency of receiver in the
:ourse of a thunderstorm.

The activity of storm itself and the distance from station to

;torm should of course vary with the lapse of time and affect the intensity of individual
ttmospherics recorded by us.

Curves in Fig. 3 may possibly be obtained by connecting

ntensities of atmospherics received under somewhat different conditions. If possib le, it
s desirable to measure a discharge simultaneously at many points of frequency with
nany receivers.

As will be shown below, however, the relation of radia tion ene rgy to

'requency is so complicated and altered according to the conditions of discharge that
mch a curve is available in a statistical meaning only.
The data given in Fig. 3 were obtained undt>r three thunderstorms, which were not
:o active which fact accounted for the low percentage of the occurrence of ground
lischarges - only several percents of all discharges.

Th e curves are shown divided into

he earlier half (three connecting black circles) and th e later half (three connecting white
:ircles) of the storms, but th e difference associated with th e storm development seems
1ot to be found.
The three storms we observed continued their ac tivities for about
hree or four hours, and so several stormcells should have come into existence by turns
n the course of a storm d evelopment.

However, it is difficult to resolve a storm activity

nto several individual cells and to f ind the situation of high fr eque ncy radiation in
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reference to the cell development, because we have no ava ilable means for locating
exactly each discharge point under the present condition. The abscissa in Fig. 3 shows
receiving frequencies and the ordinate shows quasi peak values of atmosp herics which
are converted into a unit receiving band width. Within a certain narrow frequency band
width the radiat ion from a lightning flash may be thought to have the characteristics of
random noise, the energy of which is proportional to the band wi dth.
Each value is
given as the mean of a ll the two largest deflections recorded in eac h minute of the
respective half period of a sto rm.
The characters of curves shown m Fig. 3 are as follows.
T he field intens ity of
atmospherics at 100 kc/ s reaches the order of about 0.1 v/ m in case of the band width
10 kc/ s. The intensity decreases monotonou sly with the increase of frequency : it is
roughly in inverse proportion to the frequency, but often decreases m o re rapidly in the
range higher than about 3 Mc/s . Th e tendency of the rapid decrease is not a lways
expected through the attenuation to result from the dielectric characters of the earth
surface,!4l because the origin of radiation s hould have the height of several kilometers,
which is by no means so much smaller than the horizon tal distance, at most 30 km,
between the origin and the receiver in the present case.
It seems to be nothing other
than the nature of lightning discharge itself.
In connection with this there is fou nd
a nother tendency that the intens ity at frequencies higher than 10 Mc/s shows much larger
fluctuations than in lower frequencies.
These may be connected with the following
assumpti on : if the lightning spark channel acting as a sending aerial is effectively
s horter in le ngth in high er frequencies than in lower frequenc ies, the direct ion of the
effective spark channel in space as well as the polarization of electromagneti c wave
received on the earth s urface will become more arbitrary with the increase of freq uencies.
In the range highe r than 200 Mc/s we sometimes could not detect any radiation based
on lightning discharges b eca use of the comparatively high internal noise level of the
r eceiver, which point is not s hown in th e figure.

It mu st be noted that the intens ities

m the frequency range higher than 100 Mc/s s hown in Fig. 3 are not always app licable
to all the thunderstorms.
At 28 M c/s, the boundary between the covering ranges of the two receivers, the
curves on both sides are somewhat in discord with each other. The reason is of cou rse
in the differ ence b etween the r espective time r esponses of d etectors. If th e atmospherics
in these frequencies are appreciably contributed by many local discharge processes in a
cloud, which cause individually electrostatic pu lses or K changes, the response time 1 ms
of the lower frequency r eceiver will rather be too large to compare with the duration of
each local process of about 0.2 to 0.5 ms.!Sl
Now it is known by r eferring to C. R. oscillograms what sort of lightning discharge
really gave a deflection on a recording- paper. Fig. 4 s hows examples of the correlation
between the atmospherics intensities coincidently measured with two r eceivers at respec·
Each point corresponds to a li ghtning discharge.
The correlation is
tive frequencies.
not good in spite of the fact that all points in a figure are based on the data recorded
for only about fi ve minutes, during which the activity of a storm seems not to be
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Ratio of atmosphe rics intensities measured at respecti ve
lower f requencies shown in the figure and at 50 Mc/ s.
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Atmospherics intensi ty at
50 Mc/ s.
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appreciably a ltered. It is inferred that the r elation
of radiation fie ld intensity to frequency is considerab ly a ltered accord ing to the cond ition of individual discharge. Fig. 5 shows the di stributions
of the ratio of atmospherics intens ity reco rded at
th e respective frequency s hown in the figure to
that recorded coincidently at 50 Mc/s. We find
also in Fig. 5, as well as in Fig. 3, that the decrease of field intensity of atmospherics with the
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increase of frequency is larger in the higher frequencies than in the lower. Fig. 6 shows
the distribution of fi eld intensity at 50 Mc/s, which we adopt as a standard to compare
the intensities at the res pective frequencies in Fig. 5. The area shown with hatching in
figs. 5 and 6 co rresponds to ground discharges. A lthough the occurrence of ground
discharges is not so frequent, we clearly see in fig. 5 that ground discharges in the
range of lower frequency ndiate the larger energy than in the case of cloud discharges.
[n other words, ground discharges are Jistributed in the larger intensity range than
cloud discharges up to LO Mc/s, but the difference of distribution ranges becomes smalle r
with the increase of receiving frequency, and at 50 Mc/s, as shown in Fig. 6, both have
almost the same distribution.

4.

Atmospherics radiation and discharge process.

Figs. 7 and 8 are respectively examples of ground discharges and cloud discharges
recorded with a dual beam C. R. oscillograph. Each gives a set consiting of records of
high frequency radiation on the left side and waveform of electric field change caught
with a fast antenna on the right side .
The frequency used in receiving is given below
each record in the figures . The high frequency radiation is detected with a short time
constant before it is supplied into the C. R. oscillograph.
Therefore, the intensity of
radiation field is not absolutely decided corresponding to individual short electrostatic
changes included in a lightning flash, but relative intensities between every stage of a
discharge process are estimated to some degrees.

As the duration of extremely short

impulsive radiation is not correctly measured, it is difficult to see, as an instance, which
p:ut of an e lectrostatic pulse pJrticularly contributes to the radiation.
In spite of these
defects, the qualitative natures of radiation may generally be summarized as follows.
1) The radiation f rom a leader process of ground discharge is r emarkble in any
frequency. It is always marked even at the time when the waveform of electric field
does not show any change becouse of an insufficient r ecorder gain. Three stages found
on the first leader field change, B, I and L,'<J1 are also recognized on the record of high
frequency radiation. Usually the intensities of them a re the largest in L stage, and
evidently weak in I stage.
The radiation of dart leaders guiding subsequent strokes to
grou nd is not essentially distinguished from that of J process filling up an interstroke
period especially at higher frequencies.
2) A return stroke seems to cause rather more intensive radiation fields than its
preceding leader stroke at the frequency lower than 1 Mc/s . Bu t the duration of a return
stroke is very short, and so it is difficult to pick out the return stage on radiation
records only.
In the range higher than 10 Mc/s, the radiation of a return stroke is
usually indistinguishable from that of the preced ing leader.
3) After the completion of a return stroke, the radiation often takes a rest for
about 5 to 20 ms, as Malan' 1l found in his r ecords. No correlation is found between the
order of strokes to ground and the duration of the rest time.
The J process seems to
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start its prog ress after waiting for the regeneration of elect ric field dissipated by the
preceding return stroke.

However, this fact of the rest tim e does not always mean

that an interstroke period is wholly occupied by continuous radiation noises except for
thi s rest time.

It is ofte n occupied especially at lower frequencies by several intermittent

short pulses which actua lly correspond to small electrosta ti c pulses or K changes.
4)

We formerly confirmed that the process of an intracloud discharge has a likeness

to J process developing between strokes of a ground discharge and that it is generall y
composed of a slow J- like streamer and many rapid local streamers. 151 In case of receiving
at high frequencies, cor.tinuous r adiations which seem not to depend upon any process
lik e a stepped leader are observed as well as intermittent radiations.
When a lightning
flas h takes place within the d istance of about 5 km from the station, th e continuou s
radiation with the duration exceeding 0.1 s is often recorded, and the electric field usually
s hows complicated variations for a long time.

But it is not infrequent that a continuous

radiation is not accompanied with any appreciable field change. (Refer to Fig. 8~2) If
we cou ld photo electricall y observe the flash luminosity together with the high frequency
radiation, we might find a good correlation between the continuous luminosity and the
continuous radiation.
5)

An impulsive radiation always happens whenever any electrostatic pulse is recog·

nized on the field change waveform.

The beginning time of s uch a radiation accord s

with that of an electrostatic pulse, though this is not exact.

Impulsive radiati ons,

furth ermore, often happen when we find no appreciable change on the electric field.
Intensities of impulsive radiations accompanied with electrostatic pulses are not always
larger than those not accompanied with pulses :

we do not see in this case either a

good correlation between the intensities of r adiation and the mag nitude of electric field
change.

In the earli er stage of a complete discharge process many impulsive radiations

are observed without being accompanied with any e lectric change, but in the later stage
the mutual relation of both occurrences becomes better than the earlier , since radiations
gradually come to happen more scatteredly.
6)

With increasing frequencies, th e intermittent impulsive ra diations come gradually

to s ink into the continuing radiations.

However, we can still see th em often associated

with electrostatic pulses at the frequency higher than 100 Mc/s.
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